
On the long time behaviour of the solution to thetwo-�uids incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 1J.-F. Gerbeau, C. Le BrisCERMICS, Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 6 & 8, Avenue BlaisePascal, Cité Descartes, Champs sur Marne, 77455 Marne-La-Vallée Cedex,France.January 29, 1998AbstractWe devote this work to the long time behaviour of the solution tothe incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for two viscous immiscible�uids contained in a bounded domain and subjected only to grav-ity forces. When there is surface tension at the interface or not, forthe model linearized around the steady-state of minimal energy or forthe standard nonlinear model, we investigate the following question.Do the equations reproduce the behaviour expected from experiment,namely a convergence to zero of the velocity �eld, and a convergenceof the interface to its stable position. Our results show a wide varietyof behaviours, depending on the case considered.RésuméNous consacrons cette étude au comportement en temps long de lasolution des Equations de Navier-Stokes pour deux �uides incompress-ibles visqueux immiscibles remplissant un domaine borné et soumis àl'in�uence de la gravité seulement. En présence ou non de tension desurface à l'interface, pour le modèle linéarisé autour de l'état station-naire d'énergie minimale ou pour le modèle non linéaire initial, nouscherchons à savoir si les équations reproduisent ou non le comporte-ment attendu pour ce système dissipatif au vu de l'expérience : uneconvergence vers zéro du champ de vitesse et un retour à l'équilibre del'interface. Les résultats obtenus font apparaître une grande variété decomportements suivant les cas considérés.1To appear in Di�erential and Integral Equations.
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1 IntroductionWe present in this article a study of the long time behaviour of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations for two incompressible immiscible �uidsin various settings. The main question under consideration here is the fol-lowing : assume that the forces and the boundary conditions are such thatfor any steady state, both �uids are at rest (the velocity is zero all over thedomain), then can one show that the viscous dissipation drives the systemto such a steady state as time goes to in�nity ? Intuitively, if for instancethe only forces are due to the gravity, and if the two �uids are of di�erentdensities, it is expected that the system goes, as time goes to in�nity, tothe situation when the two �uids are at rest, separated by a �at interface,the heaviest �uid below this interface, and the lightest above. One of thegoal of this article is to investigate in what sense this simple intuitive ex-pectation (and observation) is satis�ed mathematically. In other words, weaim at studying in what sense the Navier-Stokes equations do reproduce thephysical reality on that particular point.More mathematically, consider (u; p; �) a solution to@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)��u = �rp + �fm + fv;@t� + div (�u) = 0;divu = 0; (1.1)with the no-slip boundary conditionu = 0 on @
; (1.2)and with the initial data u(�; t = 0) = u0(�); (1.3)and �(�; t = 0) = �0(�) = � �1 > 0; constant in 
1;�2 > 0; constant in 
2; (1.4)for a partition (
1;
2) of the domain 
 where the system (1.1) is set. Wedo not detail in this introduction the sense in which (u; p; �) is a solution to(1.1), but we will make it precise below. Possibly, we shall add to the right-hand side of (1.1) a term modelling the e�ect of the surface tension at theinterface between the two �uids. Let us assume then that the given massicforces fm and volumic forces fv are such that any steady-state solution of(1.1) consists of some piecewise constant density � 2 f�1; �2g and of the zerovelocity �eld u � 0. Can we say something on the behaviour of (u; �) for tgoing to in�nity ? 3



1.1 Position of the problemIt is �rst of all to be remarked that we cannot hope to solve the questionof the long time behaviour of the solution to the two-�uids Navier-Stokesequations in a very general setting, for arbitrary forces fm and fv, since,even for the one �uid case, this question is an extremely di�cult one.Let us brie�y overview the main results known to this day on this subject.As far as the long time behaviour of the Navier-Stokes equations (andmore generally of any dissipative system of in�nite size) is concerned, themain body of the theory is due to R. Temam and coworkers (see R. Temam[46, 45], and P. Constantin, C. Foias, B. Nicolaenko, R. Temam [12]). Glob-ally speaking, the long time behaviour of these equations is �nite dimensionalin two dimensions without restriction and in three dimensions at least for�ows which remain smooth. In fact, as will become clear in the examplesbelow and in the whole sequel, the determination of the long time behaviourof the solutions is closely related to the existence of regular solutions for alltime.In two dimensions, the solution is regular and therefore many things areknown. If the force is time independent, there exists an attractor, and itsHaussdorf dimension is �nite. This attractor is all the more regular as theforce is (e.g. C1 if the force is C1). In the space periodic case, it is evenpossible to show that there exists an inertial manifold. An upper bound onthe �nite dimension of the attractor is related to the Reynolds number ofthe problem (see e.g. A. Miranville & X. Wang [32] and references therein).Most of these results apply to the MHD system (M. Sermange, R. Temam[34]). In three dimensions, it is only known that the functional invariantsets bounded in L2 are of �nite Haussdorf dimension, but no existence ofattractor (which would exist if the solutions were regular for all time) havebeen established to this day in the generic case.In very particular situations, it is possible to improve these general resultsby proving the convergence of the �ow to some stationary state. Such kindof results is in fact expected from experiment. When the body force the �uidis subjected to is large (and even if it is stationary) there are some situationswhere the �ow remains turbulent and time dependent for long times (forinstance, it tends to a time-periodic solution). But when the force is small,there are many situations where the �ow converges as time goes to in�nityto the state where the �uid is at rest. Let us examine now the mathematicalcounterpart of this experimental observation.The �rst result in this spirit concerns the case of one homogeneous �uidenclosed in a �xed box and goes back to Leray. In two or three dimensionswith homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, when there is no bodyforce, the only steady state is the �uid at rest and the time dependent �owconverges to it in H1 as time goes to in�nity. This result has in particular4



been extended in the following two directions : if the force f and the data(initial velocity and boundary conditions) are small enough then the �owremains regular for all time (even in three dimensions) and the speed ofconvergence toward the steady state can be evaluated (see C. Guillope [24],J.G Heywood [25, 26], C. Foias, J.C. Saut[18]); if the initial velocity is largebut when the force is gradient-like it is possible to show that the �ow becomessmooth after a �nite time, then remains smooth and converges to the steadystate (see J.G Heywood [26]). Some analogous results are available underconvenient hypotheses in the unbounded case (see G.P. Galdi, J.G Heywood,Y. Shibata [20], W. Borchers & T. Miyakawa [10] and references therein).Let us now leave the case of one �uid in a �xed domain and deal with thecase of one �uid enclosed within a free surface or the case of two �uids. Thereagain, most studies deal with situations when there exist regular solutionswhich is mostly the case when the data are small and the evolution is not farfrom equilibrium : let us mention here the works by V.A. Solonnikov [38, 40,37] and by J.T Beale [5, 7]. The basic result is the convergence to the steadystate as time goes to in�nity. Let us also mention for the sake of completenessthe work by A. Tani and N. Tanaka [43], the works in the irrotational inviscidcase J.T Beale, T.Y Hou, J.S Lowengrub [6], T.Y Hou, Z.H Teng, P. Zhang[27] and also a connected work by H. Beirao da Veiga [8].In the case we deal with in this paper, this is therefore only under very re-strictive assumptions one can hope to settle this question. All the situationswe shall consider below share the same following feature : there is unique-ness of the stationary velocity �eld (but not necessarily of the stationaryinterface).Our study is actually motivated by the examination of the question of thelong time behaviour of the solution in a more complicated situation (arisingin the modelling of many industrial problems of metal processing), namelythe situation when the two incompressible �uids are in addition two electri-cally conductor �uids, con�ned in a bounded domain, initially disposed astwo horizontal layers separated by a regular interface, and when the motionof these two �uids is governed by a system of equations consisting of theNavier-Stokes equations coupled with the Maxwell equations (namely themagnetohydrodynamic equations). The massic force term fm in (1.1) is thenonly due to the gravity, while the volumic force term fv is the Lorentz forcefv = curlB � B; (1.5)the magnetic �eld B being solution to the Maxwell equations in a more orless simpli�ed form (see J.-F. Gerbeau, C. Le Bris [23] ). This article is tobe seen as a �rst step toward the study of this system. Many studies havealready dealt with this question : see among other references J. Descloux,Y. Jaccard, M.V. Romerio [15], P. Maillard, M.V. Romerio [31]. So far as5



we know, most studies treat the linearized case (expansion of the solution inthe neighborhood of the zero steady state solution when the initial data is asmall perturbation). In view of all the di�culties of the generic case explainedabove, it must of course not be surprising for the reader that the somewhatpractical studies we indicate here focus on this simpli�ed linearized setting.Many cases of magnetic and electric �elds are considered, in various geome-tries, in two or three dimensions, under various assumptions of symmetry.The emphasis is layed on the behaviour of the velocity and of the electromag-netic �eld, and the conclusion provided by these studies is mainly that, underconvenient assumptions, the velocity goes to zero, in a more or less strongsense, while the electromagnetic �eld tends to some well identi�ed limit. Un-fortunately, nothing (or almost nothing) is known about the behaviour of theinterface separating the two �uids (see for instance Remark 3.4 in [15]). Webelieve that some information on this behaviour could be useful, in particularif one has in mind questions of stability of such two-�uids systems. From arigorous viewpoint, it is indeed not clear (and it will indeed be illustrated inthe sequel) that the interface goes to some equilibrium shape if the topologyfor which the velocity goes to zero is too weak ; moreover, if the interfacedoes converge, one has to identify its limit. Some pathological situationshave to be ruled out (see Figure 1). In order to investigate this question,we �rst go back from the sophisticated magnetohydrodynamic problem tothe more basic problem of the two �uids subjected only to the gravity (see[21] for some magnetohydrodynamics case). The question is then : to whatextent does the hydrodynamic equation reproduce the behaviour expectedfrom experiment ?Let us end this paragraph by making a comment on the numerical coun-terpart of the questions we address here. Checking that the mathematicalmodel does reproduce the reality in very simple situations might be of pri-mary interest when instabilities are observed in the numerical experimenta-tions for most di�cult cases (or even for these simple cases). Indeed, onemust then settle the following question : are such instabilities due to the nu-merical approximation, or to the continuous mathematical model per se ? Inaddition, knowing that the mathematical model have the good dissipativityproperties helps in the process of designing numerical algorithms that alsoshare the same properties. On this latter point, we refer the reader to thework of F. Armero and J.C. Simo [3]. In this reference, one may also �nd anenlightening presentation of the theoretical concepts of attractors and relatednotions, that we have hardly approached above, precisely in the context ofMHD equations (but in the one �uid case).
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2Figure 1: Two examples of situations when the velocity goes to 0 but when theinterface does not converge to the equilibrium expected from experiment. Onthe left, the interface oscillates more and more (think to sin(tx) as t grows) ;on the right, the interface is �at but has split into three pieces that separate�uids 1 and 2 alternatively.1.2 Summary of our resultsParadoxically, simple as it might seem, the question To what extent does thehydrodynamic equation reproduce the behaviour expected from experiment ?has not been addressed before in this framework, to our knowledge at least.Because, as shown above, this is a situation extensively addressed in theliterature devoted to applications, and because it is a case that exhibits veryparticular properties, we �rst consider this question in the linearized setting.This is the purpose of Section 3. We shall detail in particular there the roleplayed by the surface tension. The system that we shall consider there (seebelow in Section 2 how we derivate it from (1.1)) is the following :8>>><>>>: �0@u@t ��u = �rp� ( � �x;y )�z=0ez;divu = 0; in 
;@ @t � uz = 0 on z = 0; (1.6)with the boundary conditionsu(�; t) = 0 on @
; for all t; (1.7)In this system, (x; y; z) denote the three coordinates, z being along the verti-cal direction. The density �0 is the steady-state density (consisting of the twolayers of �uids separated by a �at interface at z = 0), the �eld u(x; y; z; t) isthe linearized velocity �eld, the �eld p is likewise the linearized pressure �eld,the function  (x; y; t) de�nes the position of the interface in this linearizedsetting through the equation z =  (x; y; t) (see Figure 2). The measure �z=0is the measure of unit charge supported by the 2-dimensional plane z = 0.In addition, in this introduction, all constants have been set to one, exceptthe coe�cient  related to the surface tension that therefore vanishes in thecase when there is no surface tension (Subsection 3.1).7



Basically, the main results of these sections are the following ones, thatwe state here in a heuristic way.Basic Results in the linear setting(i) linear case without surface tension i.e.  = 0As time goes to in�nity, the velocity u goes to 0 in H1, and the shape of the interface goes to 0 in H�" (for all " > 0), and in weak-L2. Itis not known whether that latter convergence holds true in L2.(ii) linear case with surface tension i.e.  > 0As time goes to in�nity, the velocity u goes to 0 in H1. The shape of the interface goes, in H1�" for all " > 0, to some interface  1solution of the steady-state equation with zero velocity �eld. If in addi-tion, the velocity u is assumed to remain regular for all time, then  1corresponds to the unique steady-state with zero velocity �eld sharingthe same boundary condition as the initial data  jt=0.These results will be made precise below (see Propositions 1 and 2), butlet us already make a few comments.Consider �rst the case (i) without surface tension. It is to be mentionnedthat in this case, we can prove the existence of a solution with the regularitythat allows one to make all the manipulations needed to prove part (i) ofProposition 1. In addition, despite the somewhat weak result of convergenceof the interface given in part (i) of Proposition 1 (oscillations may appear), itremains that, in some weak sense at least, the �uid does return to its stablesteady-state in this linearized setting. Therefore we may conclude, in a veryrough way at least, that the physical behaviour is obtained. We shall seebelow that this is out of our reach in the analogous case in the nonlinearsetting.In the case with surface tension, the situation is less simple. We are ableto show an existence result for a reasonably regular solution of the equations.We can show that the velocity goes to zero as time goes to in�nity, and wecan identify the set of all possible limits for the shape of the interface  . Thisset consists of all steady-states  1 associated to a zero velocity �eld. Unfor-tunately, without any additionnal assumption, we are not able to bootstrapenough regularity on the velocity �eld to identify in this set the limit of  (recall the link mentionned above between existence of regular solutions andbehaviour of the solutions at in�nity). If we assume some better regularityfor the velocity �eld, then we are able to completely determine the behaviourof the interface as time goes to in�nity. It turns out then that the behaviourobtained is at least surprising from a physical viewpoint (see the details inSection 3). 8
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x,yFigure 2: The linearized case. The interface is de�ned by the equation z = (x; y; t), the density �0 is constant on both sides of the plane z = 0 (�1above, �2 > �1 below). The question is : does  (�; t) �! 0 as t �! +1 ?The strategy to obtain the behaviours at in�nity of the solution basicallyfollows the same patterns in case (i) and in case (ii), nevertheless each ofthese two cases requires very special techniques that di�er from one case tothe other. That is the reason why we present both settings here.Once we have treated the linearized setting, we go back, in Section 4 tothe nonlinear equations (1.1).The situation is radically di�erent, the drastic di�erence lying basicallyin two facts. Of course the nonlinear setting leads to well known di�culties :some compactness is required in order to determine the behaviour of thenonlinear terms, and obtaining such a compactness through a priori estimatesis a real di�culty. But mostly for the aspects we are interested in here,the di�erence with the linearized case is primarily due to the tremendousdi�erence between the number of steady-state solutions in each case. Indeed,in the linearized case ((1.6) with  = 0), it is easy to see that if (u = 0;  )is a steady-state solution, then �rp +  �z=0ez = 0 thus  is a constant.Therefore, if one wants to reach such a steady state through an evolution forwhich R�  d� = 0, one necessarily obtains  = 0. Therefore, the only steadystate that can be reached with u �! 0, is  = 0.On the contrary, in the nonlinear setting (1.1), there are in�nitely manysteady state solutions with u = 0. Indeed, when there is no surface tension, itis easy to see that the �at interface may be splitted in many pieces (possiblyin�nitely many), giving rise to strati�ed steady states as shown in Figure 1.The di�culty would not be that great if these steady states were in someway quantized. Now it turns out that they form a continuum of energy inthe neighbourhood of the steady state of minimal energy.When there is surface tension, it will be shown in Section 4 that in�nitelymany shapes of interface are convenient, also forming a continuum of energynear the minimal energy steady-state. We have seen that in the linearizedsetting, such a set of steady-states also exists. But the di�culty is now thatidentifying the limit would require a regularity that seems out of reach (sofar as we know) for the nonlinear equations.9



The results we have obtained in the nonlinear setting are the followingproposition (once more we state the results in a rather schematic way).Basic Results in the nonlinear setting(i) nonlinear case without surface tension i.e.  = 0As time goes to in�nity, the velocity u goes to 0 in H1 in some weaksense (see (4.34)), and the density � goes to a density �1 = �1(z)in some weak sense. In two dimensions, u(�; t) goes to zero in H 1�" ,8" > 0.(ii) nonlinear case with surface tension i.e.  > 0Under some reasonable assumption of regularity, the velocity u goes to0 in H1, as time goes to in�nity, in the same sense as in case (i), thedensity � goes to a density �1 in a stronger sense (see (4.46)).In both cases, we are not able to identify �1, and we exhibit an in�nityof steady-states, possible limits whose energy is arbitrarily close to thesolution with minimal energy.We now turn to the detailed statements and proofs of the results an-nounced above.2 Preliminaries2.1 Derivation of the linearized equationsThe derivation of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations for two �uids issomewhat standard and we only reproduce it here for the sake of self consis-tency.Our starting point is the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for twoimmiscible �uids of constant positive densities �1, �2 :@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)� ��u = �rp+ �fm + fv;@t� + div (�u) = 0;divu = 0: (2.1)Remark 2.1 For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that the viscosity � isconstant over the domain, and we therefore set it to 1 henceforth. We couldas well consider a variable viscosity of the form �(�) which gives rise to aterm div (�rsu) in the equation (2.1) instead of the term ��u, where rsudenotes the symmetrized gradient of u. All the results we obtain in this workhold true mutatis mutandis except the somewhat technical result of regularity10



established at the end of Section 3.1.2 and, more important, the results ofSection 4.3.2 where the hypothesis of constant � enables us to improve theregularity of the �ow in two dimensions. As mentioned there, the results ofSection 4.3.2 may however be extended to the case of slight variable viscosi-ties, in the sense of B. Desjardins (see [16]).We assume that the given forces are such that (u = 0; p = p0; � = �0)is a steady state solution. We also assume that the domain 
 has Lipschitzcontinuous boundary 
 which will allow us to make use in the sequel of all thestandard theorems of regularity and trace for convenient Sobolev exponents.We now derivate the linearized equations in the neighborhood of this steady-state solution. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this derivation thatthe massic forces are only due to the gravity, but it is a straightforwardmodi�cation of the following argument to extend this linearization procedureto the case when there are other massic forces. We denote by �0 the steadystate solution for the density :�(�; t = 0) = �0(�) = � �1 > 0; constant in 
1;�2 > 0; constant in 
2; (2.2)where the partition 
1;
2 is entirely �xed by the given forces the system issubjected to. In the purely gravitational case that we consider here, 
1 and
2 are the two subdomains separated by the �at horizontal interface at z = 0as shown in Figure 2.Let us consider a �small� constant " > 0 which de�nes the size of theperturbation, and denote by ("u"; �0+"�"; p0+"p") the solution to the aboveNavier-Stokes equations. Neglecting the terms of second order or more withrespect to ", we obtain"�0@tu" � "�u" = �r(p0 + "p") + (�0 + "�")fm + fv;"@t�" + "div (�0u") = 0;div u" = 0;which, in view of the stationary equation0 = �rp0 + �0fm + fv (2.3)may be written "�0@tu" � "�u" = �"rp" + "�"fm;@t�" + div (�0u") = 0;div u" = 0: (2.4)Let us now de�ne the function  such that the shape of the perturbed inter-face (with respect to the steady-state �at horizontal interface z = 0) is given11



by the equation z = " (x; y; t) at any time t. We assume thatZfz=0g  (�; t = 0) = 0: (2.5)We have �0 + "�"(x; y; z; t) = � �1; if z > " (x; y; t);�2; if z < " (x; y; t);and therefore�" = 8<: 0; if z > max(0; " (x; y; t)) or z < min(0; " (x; y; t));1"(�2 � �1); if 0 < z < " (x; y; t));1"(�1 � �2); if " (x; y; t) < z < 0: (2.6)In the sense of distributions, we see that, as " goes to 0, the function �" goesto the distribution m de�ned for any arbitrary ' 2 D(
) by< m;' >= (�2 � �1) Zz=0  '; (2.7)which is in fact a bounded measure on 
, supported on the plane z = 0.Therefore, from the equations (2.4), we obtain the linearized equations�0@tu��u = �rp +mfm;div u = 0; in 
@tm� (u � r�0) = 0:In the purely gravitational case, the massic forces are fm = �ez (we setthe gravitational constant to unity), and we consider the perturbations withrespect to the standard steady-state where the heaviest �uid �lls in the zonebelow the plane z = 0. Then, the gradient of �0 is the measure r�0 =�(�2 � �1)ez concentrated on the plane z = 0. For the sake of simplicity, wehenceforth normalize the jump of densities �2 � �1 to unity, and denote by �z=0 the measure m. The linearized equations therefore read�0@tu��u = �rp�  �z=0ez; (2.8)div u = 0; in 
 (2.9)@t � u � ez = 0; on fz = 0g (2.10)We shall deal with this system in Subsection 3.1 below.Note that the interface consisting in the C1 set fz = 0g, we are allowedto apply the classical trace theorems W k;p(
) �! W r;s(fz = 0g) for anyconvenient k; p; r; s with k and r as large as we wish.Remark 2.2 In the spirit of Remark 2.1, let us mention that if the viscosity� depends on the density through a law � = �(�), the equation �0@tu��u =�rp�  �z=0ez must be replaced by �0@tu� �(�0)�u = �rp�  �z=0ez.12
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Figure 3: In the linearized case, some part of the curve z =  (x; y; t) may apriori ly outside the domain 
.2.2 About the surface tensionThe argument of the previous subsection is now modi�ed in order to take thesurface tension into account. Going back to our starting point (2.1), we addto the right-hand side a term modelling the surface tension at the interfacebetween the two �uids. Let us denote the normal to the interface by n (sayfrom �uid 1 to �uid 2 to �x the ideas). The term T modelling the surfacetension may then be written as follows : it is the distribution de�ned, forany test velocity w, by < T ; w >= Z�  C w � n; (2.11)where the coe�cient  denotes as in the introduction the amplitude of thesurface tension, and where C denotes the local mean curvature of the interfaceoriented with n. This may also be written as follows< T ; w >= � Z� (divn)w � n: (2.12)It is important to note that the above expression does not depend of courseon the orientation of the interface : it is quadratic with respect to n. Itdepends only on its local mean curvature.Let us now argue as in Subsection 2.1 above : we linearize the equationsin the neighborhood of the steady-state solution for the purely gravitationalcase (note that in this setting the presence of the surface tension term doesnot modify the steady-state, since the interface is �at for this steady-state).The perturbed interface is then de�ned by the equation z = " (x; y; t). It isstandard to compute the normal vector to such a surface, namelyn = 1p1 + "2((@x )2 + (@y )2)(�"@x ex � "@y ey + ez); (2.13)and the corresponding curvatureC = 12 "@2xx (1 + ("@y )2) + "@2yy (1 + ("@x )2)� 2"3@2xy @x @y (1 + "2((@x )2 + (@y )2))3=2 (2.14)13



If we now argue as we did in the previous subsection, and follow our lin-earization process, we only keep in the expression of Cn the term dependinglinearly on the parameter ". This yields the following value of the linearizedsurface tension term T0 :< T0; w >= 12 Zfz=0g� w � ez (2.15)We henceforth set the coe�cient 12 to 1. Therefore, the linearized equationsin this setting are�0@tu��u = �rp� ( �� )�z=0ez;div u = 0; in 
@t � u � ez = 0; on fz = 0g (2.16)Of course, the same calculation holds mutatis mutandis in 2 dimensions,where the interface is only a curve z =  (x; t).The study of the long time behaviour of the solution to (2.16) is thepurpose of Section 3.2 below.3 The linearized case3.1 The linearized case without surface tensionIn this subsection, we study the system8<: �0@tu��u = �rp�  �z=0ez; in 
;div u = 0; in 
;@t � uz = 0; on � = fz = 0g; (3.1)The next paragraph deals with a priori estimates. For the moment, weestablish them formally, or at least under the assumption that u and  aresu�ciently regular solutions of (3.1). All the manipulations we make will bejusti�ed (up to mild modi�cations if necessary) in the sequel.3.1.1 A priori estimatesWe begin with a basic remark : the last equation of (3.1) and the incom-pressibility constraint yieldddt Zz=0  d� = Zz=0 uz d� = Z
2 divu dx = 0;thus, in view of (2.5), Zz=0  d� = 0; (3.2)which means nothing but the mass conservation of each �uid.14



First estimate Multiplying the �rst equation of (3.1) by u and integratingover the domain, we obtainZ
 �0@tu � u dx� Z
�u � u dx = � Zz=0  u � ez d�;that is, using the third equation of (3.1),Z
 jruj2 dx+ 12 ddt Z
 �0u2 dx = � Zz=0  @t d�: (3.3)We therefore obtain the standard �rst energy estimateZ
 jruj2 dx+ 12 ddt�Z
 �0u2 dx+ Zz=0  2 d�� = 0: (3.4)From this estimate, we deduce �rst thatsupt2[0;1) jjujjL2(
) � C1; (3.5)supt2[0;1) jj jjL2(�) � C1: (3.6)Then, integrating (3.4) in time from 0 to 1, we obtainZ +10 kruk2L2(
) dt < +1: (3.7)Second estimate We di�erentiate the �rst equation of (3.1) in the t vari-able, we multiply it by @tu and integrate over 
 :12 ddt Z
 �0(@tu)2 dx+ Z
 jr@tuj2 dx = � Zz=0 @t @tu � ez d�: (3.8)Derivating the third equation of (3.1) with respect to time, we have@2tt � @tu � ez = 0; (3.9)and thus we obtain the second energy estimate :12 ddt �Z
 �0(@tu)2 dx+ Zz=0(@t )2 d��+ Z
 jr@tuj2 dx = 0 (3.10)We easily deduce from (3.10) thatsupt2[0;1) jj@tujjL2(
) � Cst; (3.11)and supt2[0;1) jj@t jjL2(�) � Cst: (3.12)Then, by integration in t from 0 to 1 of (3.10), we obtain :Z +10 jjr@tujj2L2(
) dt <1: (3.13)15



3.1.2 Questions of existence and regularityWe suppose for the moment that u0 2 L2(
) and  0 2 L2(�). With the �rst apriori estimate, it is straightforward to prove the existence of a solution (u;  )satisfying u 2 L1(0; T ; L2(
))\L2(0; T ; H 10(
)) and  2 L1(0; T ;L2(�)) forall arbitrary time T . It su�ces for instance to consider a Galerkin approxi-mation of a weak form of system (3.1), prove the analogous estimate of (3.4)for the �nite dimensional solution, and then pass to the limit. We leave thisstandard point to the reader. We just emphasize that such a solution satis-�es @tu 2 L2(0; T ;V 0), where V 0 denotes the dual of fv 2 H 10(
); div v = 0g.Indeed, we have for v 2 L2(0; T ; H 10(
)) with div v = 0,Z T0 ����Z
 @tu:v dx���� dt � Z T0 �Z
 jruj:jrvj dx+ Z� j jjvzj d�� dt� Cst(jjrujjL2(0;T ;L2(
)) + jj jjL2(0;T ;L2(�)))jjvjjL2(0;T ;H1 (
))The right-hand side of this inequality is easily controlled by (3.6) and (3.7).A similar argument proves that @t 2 L2(0; T ;L2(�)). Indeed, for any� 2 L2(0; T ;L2(�)), we haveZ T0 ����Z� @t :� ds���� dt � Z T0 Z� juzj:j�j ds� CstjjrujjL2(0;T ;L2(
))jj�jjL2(0;T ;L2(�)):This regularity results yield (see R. Temam [44] for example)u 2 C([0; T ]; L2(
)); 8T > 0 and 12 ddt Z
 juj2 dx = Z
 @tu:u dx; (3.14) 2 C([0; T ];L2(
)); 8T > 0 and 12 ddt Zz=0  2 d� = Zz=0 @t  d�:(3.15)Remark 3.1 In the case when u0 2 L2(
) and  0 2 H1=2(�), it is possibleto show that  2 C1=2(0; T;H1=2(�)) and @t 2 L2(0;+1; H1=2(�)).In the same spirit, assuming now that u0 2 H 2(
), divu0 = 0, and  0 2H1=2(�), we can prove with the second estimate that we have a solution (u;  )satisfying @tu 2 L2(0; T ; H 1(
))\L1(0; T ; L2(
)) and @t 2 L2(0; T ;L2(�)).Thus, we have in particular @tru 2 L2(0; T ; L2(
)) andru 2 L2(0; T ; L2(
)),thereforeu 2 C([0; T ]; H 10(
)); 8T > 0 and 12 ddt Z
 jruj2 dx = Z
 @tru:ru dx:(3.16)Actually, we also have u 2 C1=2([0; T ]; H 10(
)) since u 2 H1(0; T ; H 10(
)).16



This gives a rigorous sense to all the manipulations we made above.Therefore, the solution we have obtained satis�es the energy equality (3.4).Likewise, it satis�es the second energy estimate (3.10), this time as an in-equality (since we have no compactness on @tu in L2(0; T ; H 1(
))) :12 ddt �Z
 �0(@tu)2 dx+ Z�(@t )2 d�� + Z
 jr@tuj2 dx � 0 in D0(0;1)and12 Z
 �0(@tu)2 dx+12 Z�(@t )2 d�+Z T0 Z
 jr@tuj2 dx � Cst for all T <1:The two previous estimates (3.4) and (3.10) su�ce to prove the existenceresults and to study the long time behaviour of the solution. Nevertheless, weend this paragraph by establishing an estimate that shows that the regularityof the solutions obtained with the two previous estimates can be improvedlocally in time, but (so far as we know) it does not give more information onthe long time behaviour.We multiply the �rst equation of (3.1) by ��u and integrate over 
 :� Z
 �0@tu ��u dx+ Z
 j�uj2 dx = Zz=0  �u � ez d�: (3.17)This estimate is somewhat even more formal that the two preceeding ones.Indeed, the function ��u does not vanish on the boundary @
 even ina weak sense, contrarily to u itself and @tu. Therefore stricto sensu thepressure term does not disappear. But we recall that all the estimates we dohere on the continuous solution u for the sake of simplicity have to be madeat �rst on the discrete Galerkin solution (see Section 3.1.2). It is standardin the study of Navier-Stokes to obtain regularity results on the solution byformally multiplying the equation by �u : the rigorous counterpart of thisformal argument is to use a special basis for the Galerkin approximation,that is a basis of functions wj 2 (H10 (
))N satisfying ��wj +rpj = �jwj,divwj = 0 : in this latter context, the pressure term does disappear, whichgives a sense to (3.17).We now estimate the �rst term of (3.17) :� Z
 �0@tu ��u dx = 12 ddt Z
 �0jruj2 dx+ Zz=0ru � ez � @tu d�; (3.18)where the last term is estimated as follows���Zz=0ru � ez � @tu d���� � kru:ezkL2(fz=0g)k@tukL2(fz=0g)� Cstkru:ezkH1=2 (fz=0g)k@tukH1=2 (fz=0g)� CstkukH2 (
)kr@tukL2(
)17



Hence, controlling the H2 norm by elliptic regularity,���Zz=0ru � ez � @tu d���� � Cstk�ukL2(
)kr@tukL2(
): (3.19)On the other hand, we now estimate the right-hand side of (3.17). We denoteby  0 the initial position of the interface, we recall that we suppose thatRz=0  0 d� = 0. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose also that  0 2 H10 (�).The third equation of (3.1) with the no-slip condition yields  (t)j@
\fz=0g = 0.We denote by the subscript x; y the di�erential operators on z = 0 : forinstance, �x;y is the Laplace-Beltrami operator @2@x2 + @2@y2 on the plane z = 0,and likewise div x;yu is the function @@xu � ex + @@yu � ey. Using the fact thatdivu = 0 we transform the �rst term of the right-hand side of (3.17) asfollows :Zz=0  �u � ez d� = Zz=0  �x;yu � ez d� � Zz=0  div x;y@zu d�;= � Zz=0r � rx;yu � ez d� + Zz=0r � @zu d�where we have integrated by parts using  (t)j@
\fz=0g = 0.Thus we obtainZz=0  �u � ez d� = �12 ddt Zz=0 jr j2 d� + Zz=0r � @zu d�� �12 ddt Zz=0 jr j2 d� + Cstk@zukL2(fz=0g)kr kL2(fz=0g);� �12 ddt Zz=0 jr j2 d� + Cstk�ukL2(
)kr kL2(fz=0g);which we insert, together with (3.18) and (3.19), in (3.17) to obtain12 ddt�Z
 �0jruj2 dx + Zz=0 jr j2 d��+ Z
 j�uj2 dx� Cst(k�ukL2(
)k@trukL2(
) + k�ukL2(
)kr kL2(fz=0g)):and �nally the following third energy estimateddt�Z
 �0jruj2 dx + Zz=0 jr j2 d�� + Z
 j�uj2 dx� Cstk@truk2L2 + Cstkr k2L2(fz=0g): (3.20)This third estimate yields u 2 L1(0; T ; H 10(
)) \ L2(0; T ; H 2(
)),  2L1(0; T ;H1(�)) and @t 2 L2(0; T ;H3=2(�)) \ L1(0; T ;H1=2(�)), thus  2C1=4(0; T ;H1(�)), for any arbitrary time T .Unfortunately, the new bounds obtained with this estimate depend on thetime T . Therefore, it improves the regularity results but it does not provide,so far as we know, any additional information on the behaviour of (u;  ) astime goes to in�nity. 18



3.1.3 Long time behaviourUnder the assumptions u0 2 H 2(
), divu0 = 0, and  0 2 H1=20 (�), we havebuilt above a solution that satis�es in particular u 2 C(0;+1; H 1(
)),  2C(0;+1; L2(�)), @tu 2 L2loc(0;+1; H 1(
)) and the two energy inequalitiesZ
 jruj2 dx + 12 ddt�Z
 �0u2 dx+ Zz=0  2 d�� � 0:12 ddt �Z
 �0(@tu)2 dx+ Z�(@t )2 d�� + Z
 jr@tuj2 dx � 0 in D0(0;1)Only with these properties, we are now able to determine the behaviour of(u;  ) as time goes to in�nity.Behaviour of the velocity The second estimate allows us to establishthe behaviour of u in H 1(
) as t goes to in�nity. Indeed,����12 ddt Z
 jruj2 dx���� � Z
 jr@tujjruj dx� jjr@tujjL2(
)jjrujjL2(
):Relations (3.7) and (3.13) imply that the right-hand side of this inequalitybelongs to L1(0;1). Therefore, together with (3.7), we deduce that thefunction t �! R
 jruj2 dx belongs to W 1;1(0;1). This yieldslimt�!+1krukL2(
) = 0: (3.21)Let us indicate here that we give another proof of this assertion in Ap-pendix A.Behaviour of the interface So far, we have established convergence re-sults about the velocity �eld u and its derivatives. Let us now use theseinformations in order to examine the behaviour of the shape of the inter-face  .First, using (3.4), we see thatt �! Z
 �0u2 dx+Zz=0  2 d� is a nonincreasing continuous function of time t:(3.22)Thus, this quantity has a limit, denoted by �, as t goes to in�nity.� = limt�!+1�Z
 �0u2 dx+ Zz=0  2 d�� : (3.23)It follows from (3.21) that we havelimt�!+1 jj jjL2(�) = �: (3.24)19



Since (3.6) holds, it is clear that  (�; t) lives in a bounded set of L2(fz =0g) and therefore that, up to an extraction in time, it is weakly convergentin this space. We are going to see that actually the whole sequence convergesto 0 for the weak topology of L2.For this purpose, we prove the following convergence result :limt�!+1 k kH�1(fz=0g) = 0: (3.25)Let us introduce, for any time t the function '(x; y; t) 2 H10 (fz = 0g \ 
);such that ��' + ' =  : (3.26)It is standard that k'kH1(�) = k kH�1(�). Next,12 ��� ddtk'k2H1(�)��� � k'kH1(�)k@t'kH1(�)= k kH�1(�)k@t kH�1(�)= k kH�1(�)ku � ezkH�1(�)By a standard result for trace of divergence free �elds,ku � ezkH�1(�) � CstkukL2(
) (3.27)It follows from the above two estimates that12��� ddtk'k2H1��� � Cstk kH�1kukL2(
): (3.28)We denote by _H�1(�) the quotient space H�1(�)=R. By de�nition of the_H�1 norm, we havek k _H�1(�) = supf2H10 (�);R� f d�=0 <  ; f >kfkH10 (fz=0g)Using the fact that for any function f 2 H10 (�) such that R� f d� = 0, thereexists a divergence free �eld w 2 H 3=2(
) such that w = 0 on @
, w � ez = fon �, and kwkH3=2 (
) � CstkfkH10 (�), we may then writek k _H�1(�) � Cst sup <  ;w � ez >kwkH3=2 (
) : (3.29)If we now turn to the linearized equation (3.1), we see that, for any arbitrarytime t, k k _H�1(�) � Cst sup < �0@tu��u; w >kwkH3=2 (
)� Cst(k@tukL2(
) + krukL2(
)):20



Using (3.7) and (3.13), this yieldsk k _H�1(�) 2 L2(0;+1): (3.30)Let us next insert this information in (3.28) and use (3.5). This yieldsddtk k2_H�1(�) 2 L1(0;+1): (3.31)The two assertions (3.31) and (3.30) together imply thatk k2_H�1(�) 2 W 1;1(0;+1): (3.32)Thus,  tends to 0 in _H�1(�). This yields that  tends to a constant inH�1(�) and this constant is zero in view of (3.2). Therefore (3.25) holds.Remark 3.2 The same argument as above, but with some technical modi�-cations, shows that the convergence of  to 0 also holds in H�1=2.In view of (3.25) and of the L2 bound on  (3.6), it is straightforward tosee that  converges weakly to 0 in L2.From (3.25) and (3.6), we also deduce by interpolation that, for all " > 0,we have limt�!+1 k kH�"(fz=0g) = 0: (3.33)We now collect in the following Proposition the information we have obtainedin this Section on the behaviour as time goes to in�nity of the solution to(3.1).Proposition 1In the linearized case without surface tension (3.1), the behaviour as timegoes to in�nity of a solution u;  satisfying the estimates recalled at thebeginning of Section 3.1.3, is the following :(i) the velocity �eld u goes to 0 in H 10(
).(ii) the shape  of the interface goes to 0 in H�" (for all " > 0) and inweak-L2.In addition,(iii) k kL2(�) has a limit as t goes to in�nity,(iv) Z 10 kuk2H1 (
) + k@tuk2H1 (
) dt < +1.Remark 3.3 In this setting we cannot control (as far as we know at least)the L1 norm of  . In other words, nothing seems to ensure that the graph of , which models the interface, does not go out of the domain 
 (see Figure 3).This is of course in contradiction with the intuition ! It is not clear whetherit must be interpreted as the possibility of some explosion of the system withina �nite time or not. 21



Remark 3.4 It is not known whether the convergence of  to 0 holds true forthe strong topology of L2. This is of course a very interesting open question.Typically, say in 2 dimensions to �x the ideas, one must show that someoscillation of the form  (x; t) = sin(xpt) cannot occur.3.2 The linearized case with surface tensionIn this subsection, we consider the linearized equations in presence of surfacetension (2.16). We essentially follow the same scheme as in Section 3.1 :we �rst establish formally a priori bounds, next we study the long timebehaviour.3.2.1 A priori estimatesFirst estimate Let us �rst multiply the equation�0@tu��u = �rp + (� �  )�z=0ez (3.34)by u and integrate over the domain 
. All the terms, except the surfacetension term in � , have already been treated in Subsection 3.1 above (seeequations (3.3) and (3.4)). Therefore we concentrate on that latter term. Wehave, integrating by parts,Z�� u � ez d� = Z�� @t d�= � Z�r :r@t d� + Z�\@
r@t :n�:@t d�= �12 ddt Z� jr j2 d�:Hence, the �rst estimate (3.4) of Subsection 3.1 is replaced here byZ
 jruj2 dx+ 12 ddt�Z
 �0u2 dx + Z�( 2 + jr j2) d�� = 0: (3.35)It is immediate to deduce from this equality the following three estimates :Z +10 kruk2L2(
)dt < +1; (3.36)supt2[0;1) kuk2L2(
) � Cst; (3.37)supt2[0;1) k k2H1(�) � Cst: (3.38)Moreovert �! kp�0uk2L2(
) + k k2H1(�) is a nonincreasing function of time t: (3.39)22



Remark 3.5 When 
 is a domain of R2, the set � = fz = 0g is onedimensional, and thus H1(�) ,! L1(�). Therefore the estimate (3.38) yieldsa control of k kL1(�). If the initial data is small enough, this ensures thatthe graph of  remains inside 
 (compare with Remark 3.3).We now turn to another energy estimate anologous to (3.10).Second estimate We di�erentiate (3.34) with respect to the time, wemultiply it by @tu and we integrate over 
. We only treat the term relatedto the tension surface since the others have already been computed in thesecond estimate of Section 3.1.1.Z��@t @tu � ez d� = Z��@t @tt d�= � Z�r@t :r@tt d� + Z�\@
r@t :n�:@tt d�= �12 ddt Z� jr@t j2 d�:We deduce the second estimate :Z
 jr@tuj2 dx + 12 ddt�Z
 �0j@tuj2 dx + Z�(j@t j2 + jr@t j2) d�� = 0: (3.40)It is immediate to deduce from this estimate the following estimates :Z +10 kr@tuk2L2(
)dt < +1; (3.41)supt2[0;1) k@tuk2L2(
) � Cst; (3.42)supt2[0;1) k@t k2H1(�) � Cst: (3.43)3.2.2 Questions of existence and regularityAs in Section 3.1.2, we can prove under the assumptions that u0 2 L2(
)and  0 2 H 1(�), that the above energy estimate (3.35) yields the existenceof a solution u 2 L2(0; T ; H 10(
)) \ L1(0; T ; L2(
)),  2 L1(0; T ;H1(�)),on any �nite time interval (0; T ).Likewise, assuming the required regularity u0 2 H 2(
), divu0 = 0,and  0 2 H5=20 (�), on the initial data, the estimate (3.40) yields the ex-istence of a solution satisfying @tu 2 L2(0; T ; H 10(
)) \ L1(0; T ; L2(
)),@t 2 L1(0; T ;H1(�)), on any �nite time interval (0; T ).23



In particular, it is worth noticing that such a solution satis�es :u 2 C(0; T ; H 10(
)); for any T > 0; (3.44) 2 C(0; T ;H1(�)); for any T > 0; (3.45)@t 2 C(0; T ;H1=2(�)); for any T > 0: (3.46)Remark 3.6 In fact, some better regularity is available : we also have u 2C1=2(0; T ; H 10(
)),  2 Lip(0; T ;H1(�)), @t 2 C1=2(0; T ;H1=2(�)).3.2.3 Long time behaviourBehaviour of the velocity The arguments to study the long time be-haviour of the velocity in this setting are those already used in the casewithout surface tension. We have :����12 ddt Z
 jruj2 dx���� � Z
 jr@tujjruj dx� jjr@tujjL2(
)jjrujjL2(
):Relations (3.36) and (3.41) imply that the right-hand side of this inequalitybelongs to L1(0;1). Therefore, together with (3.36), we deduce that thefunction t �! R
 jruj2 dx belongs to W 1;1(0;1). This yieldslimt�!+1krukL2(
) = 0: (3.47)Behaviour of the interface According to the continuity of u and  (see(3.44,3.45)), we deduce from the linearized Navier-Stokes equations that@tu 2 C(0;1; H �3=2(
)).Properties (3.36) and (3.41) yields that there exists a sequence (tn)n2N,tn > 0, limn!+1 tn = +1 such that jj@tu(tn)jjH�3=2 (
) and jju(tn)jjH1 (
) bothgo to zero as n!1. Extracting a subsequence if necessary, we may assume,in view of (3.38), that  (tn) converges weakly in H1 to some  1. Thereforewe can pass to the limit in�0@tu(tn)�4 u(tn) = �rp(tn) + (4 (tn)�  (tn))��ezwhich gives (�4 1 +  1)ez�� = �rp1. The left-hand side of this equal-ity only depends on (x; y) whereas the right-hand side only depends on z.Therefore, the left-hand side is a constant.Brie�y speaking, we have proved that, up to an extraction,  convergesas t goes to in�nity to a function  1 de�ned on � solution of8<: �4 1 +  1 = � on �;Z�  1 d� = 0; (3.48)24



where � is some unknown constant. It is worth noticing that there existsan in�nity of  1 which satisfy (3.48), each of them being associated to oneDirichlet boundary condition on @�, and that the energy of these steady-states related to a �uid at rest describe a continuum. This statement canstraightforwardly be checked in two dimensions (
 � R2) when the partialdi�erential equation of (3.48) becomes an ordinary di�erential equation :� 001 +  1 = �: (3.49)The solutions are of the form  1 = aex+ be�x+� where the three constants(a; b; �) are related together by the only condition that R�  1 = 0, namelya(eL � 1)� b(e�L � 1) + �L = 0; (3.50)where L is the length of �. The energy associated to such a solution isZ�( 01)2 + ( 1)2 = Z�(aex � be�x)2 + (aex + be�x + �)2; (3.51)which can be shown to be arbitrarily close to the zero energy of the interfacewith minimum energy  1 � 0, even under the condition (3.50). We leave tothe reader the analogous proof in three dimensions.Assuming a little more regularity on u we can improve this result. Indeed,if we suppose that u 2 C(0; T ; H 1+"(
) for any T > 0 (compare with (3.44)),the function uz(t)j� belongs to H 1=2+"(�) and thus has a trace on @� (otherassumptions than the H 1+"(
) regularity are possible, namely any regularityW r;s which allows to de�ne a trace on @�). Therefore, in this case @t (t)j@� =0 for t � 0. In particular  1j@� =  0j@�, where  0 =  jt=0. Then we claimthat the limit  1 is now precisely identi�ed as the unique solution of8>><>>: �4 1 +  1 = � on �; 1 =  0 on @�;Z�  1 d� = 0: (3.52)In other words, the possible indetermination of the limit  1 has disappeared,because the linearized system has kept memory of the boundary value of theinitial data  jt=0.We now prove the convergence in time to  1. For ease of notation, weintroduce the functions  and h de�ned on � � (0; T ) by  =  �  1 andh = �4 +  . It is worth noticing that  (t) vanishes on @� for any time tand h��ez = 4 u� @tu�rp� �. We denote by _H�1(�) the quotient spaceH�1(�)=R. By de�nition,jjhjj _H�1(�) = sup�2H10 (�);R� �d�=0;�6=0 j < h; � > jjj�jjH10 (�)25



For � 2 H10 (�) with R� � d� = 0, there exists w 2 H 10(
) (even in H 3=2(
) \H 10(
)) such that divw = 0 and w:ezj� = f . Thus,jjhjj _H�1(�) � Cst supw2H10 (
);divw=0 j < h;w > jjjwjjH1 (
)� Cst supw2H10 (
);divw=0 j < 4 u� @tu; w > jjjwjjH10 (
)� CstjjujjH10 (
) + Cstjj@tujjH�1 (
)In view of (3.41) and (3.36), this proves that h 2 L2(0;1; _H�1(�)). It isstraightforward to check that jj jjH1(�) = jjhjj _H�1(�). Indeed, on the onehand we note that jj jjH1(�) = jjhjjH�1(�) since  vanishes on @�, on theother hand we havejjhjj _H�1(�) = sup�2H10 (�);R� �d�=0;�6=0 j < h; � > jjj�jjH10(�)� sup�2H10 (�);�6=0 j < h; � > jjj�jjH1(�) = jjhjjH�1(�)and jjhjj _H�1(�) = sup�2H1(�);R� �d�=0;�6=0 j < h; � > jjj�jjH1(�)� j < �4 +  ;  > jjj jjH1(�) = jj jjH1(�)Therefore,  2 L2(0;1;H10(�)): (3.53)We have moreover���� ddt jj jj2H1(�)���� � jj jjH1(�)jj@t jjH1(�)� Cstjj jjH1(�)jjujjH10(
)This inequality together with (3.53) proves that jj jj2H1(�) 2 W 1;1(0;+1). Inparticular, limt�!+1 jj �  1jjH1(�) = 0. Therefore, using (3.45) and (3.39)we deduce by interpolation thatlimt�!+1 jj �  1jjH1�" = 0: (3.54)Proposition 2In the linearized case with surface tension (3.34), the behaviour of u;  (sat-isfying the two estimates of Section 3.2.1 and the regularity mentionned inSection 3.2.2) as time goes to in�nity is the following :26



(i) the velocity �eld u belongs to C(0;+1; H 10(
)) and goes to 0 in H 10(
).(ii) the shape  of the interface belongs to C(0;+1;H1(�)); there existsa sequence tn ! +1 such that, in weak � H1,  (�; tn) !  1 solution of(3.48).In addition,(iii) k kH1(�) has a limit as t goes to in�nity,(iv) Z 10 kuk2H1 (
) + k@tuk2H1 (
) dt < +1.If we assume that the velocity u remains more regular, say C(0;1; H 1+"(
)),then (ii) may be improved into(v) Denote by  1 the unique solution of (3.52) then  goes to  1 inH1�", for all " > 0, thus in Lp, for all 1 � p < +1. In 2 dimensions, thisalso implies in particular that sup� j �  1j goes to 0.This Proposition deserves some comments.Remark 3.7 We do not know whether the additional assumption of globalregularity of u is automatically satis�ed by the solution or not. But we needit in order to show (v).Remark 3.8 Other types of �weak� convergence than (ii) can be proved. Werefer the reader to the nonlinear case below.Remark 3.9 The result (v) is somewhat puzzling. Indeed, assume that the�ow remains regular, and suppose (just to �x the ideas) that 
 is a cylinder.Take an initial data  (t = 0) such that its boundary value is not a constant(and in particular it is not zero). If the coe�cient of surface tension is smallenough, it is expected that the limit  1 of  will be the state of minimal energy 1 � 0, or at least a state (meniscus-like) not too far from this state (remarkthat for the model we deal with in this article  1 is the state of minimalenergy, whereas from experiment, it is known that it is the meniscus whichminimizes the energy; this is related to the modelling of the surface tensionwe have chosen and to the question of boundary conditions). Consideringthe case we deal with, the state is at least expected to be radially symmetric,thus have a constant boundary value. This cannot be the case ! Note inaddition that the initial state may be chosen arbitrarily close to the expectedlimit, in such a way that we do not theoretically leave the setting of a smallperturbation problem. The result (v) suggests the following alternative insuch a situation : either the �ow becomes singular at some time (in the sensethat it is not more regular than H1) or we may conclude that the linearizedmodel does not reproduce the physical observation.Remark 3.10 There exists an in�nity of steady-states with zero velocity �eldand since they form a continuum of energy it is not possible to discriminate27



among them in (ii). Of course, if the system is in such a steady state att = 0, it remains there. A similar situation will be observed in the nonlinearcase.Remark 3.11 All the di�culties we experiment in the treatment of the bound-ary value @t = 0 have their numerical counterpart. The macroscopic non-slip condition u = 0 on the boundary is obviously not true on the microscopicscale and one must �nd numerical tricks to arti�cially move the interface onthe boundary of the domain.4 The nonlinear caseWe now return to the nonlinear case, that is equations (1.1). As we will seebelow, and as we announced in the introduction, the situation is radicallydi�erent from the situation encountered in Section 3 for the linearized case.Let us begin with a heuristic argument that shows what we may expect inthis case.4.1 A heuristic argumentWe begin with a very simple heuristic argument that shows that we expectthat the velocity �eld vanishes as time goes to in�nity. Multiplying by u theNavier-Stokes equation (1.1) :@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)��u = �rp� �ez; (4.1)we obtain the standard energy estimate (we skip the details of the computa-tions that will be made precisely below in the next two sections)ddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx+ Z
 �z dx�+ Z
 jruj2 dx = 0: (4.2)It follows that Z +10 kruk2L2(
) dt < +1: (4.3)This suggests that, in a formal sense at least, u goes to zero as time goes toin�nity. We deduce then, in some way that obviously has to be made precise(we recall that we are only making here a formal argument), that @t(�u) alsogoes to zero. We then recover with the Navier-Stokes equation (4.1) that�rp� �ez �! 0;as t goes to in�nity. This means that �r(p+ �z) + zr� goes to zero, whichcan be expressed as follows : curl (zr�) �! 0, or also r�� ez goes to zero,28



which means that � becomes a function of z as time goes to in�nity. If weadmit, relying upon some common sense, that no mixing of the two �uidshappens in the limit t �! +1, this implies that the interface between thetwo �uids is made of planes, which are parallel to the (O; x; y) plane, andwhich separate two consecutive layers of �uids. It is then to be remarkedthat nothing tells us that the interface is made of only one plane (see Section4.2.1).Let us now continue our formal argument by adding to the Navier-Stokesequation a term due the presence of surface tension.@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)��u = �rp� �ez + T ; (4.4)The energy estimate then becomes (see the details below)ddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx+ Z �z dx+ 12L(�)� + Z
 jruj2 dx = 0; (4.5)where L(�) denotes the length of the interface � between the two �uids. Thesame argument as above shows that u and @t(�u) go to 0 as time goes toin�nity. Next, with the Navier-Stokes equation we recover�rp� �ez � (divn)n �! 0;where the normal vector n is also n = r�. We therefore have�r(p+ �z) + (z � divn)r� �! 0:As above, it implies, taking for instance the curl of the above expression,that the quantity z � divn is constant along the connected components ofthe interface (assuming that r� is normal to the interface, namely there isnon homogeneization in the �uids).Of course, z = 0 (and thus r� = ez) is a solution to the equation givingthe position of the interface at the equilibrium, but there exists a lot of othersolutions (see Section 4.2.2 below).In both cases (with or without surface tension) the above heuristic argu-ment shows that the situation is the following :1. It is reasonably easy to show that the velocity �eld u goes to zero, atleast in a weak sense, as time goes to in�nity.2. As well, we can prove that � converges to some limit �1 (in a weaksense also), which is a solution to the Navier-Stokes equation with zerovelocity �eld.3. Only an argument based upon energetic considerations could possiblyhelp us to discriminate between all the solutions �1 of the Navier-Stokes equations with zero velocity �eld (in fact we shall see belowthat such an argument unfortunately cannot help us to conclude).29



Therefore, before turning to the rigorous proofs of convergence of u and �to their limit, it is important to deal with the solutions (u = 0; �) of theNavier-Stokes equations with or without surface tension.4.2 An in�nity of steady states4.2.1 Without surface tensionAs claimed above, as t goes to in�nity, one can prove that the �uid velocitygoes to zero and the density is a function of z. Nevertheless, we are notable to prove that the situation shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1(several layers of the two �uids) cannot occur (it is in fact even worse thanthat, since there might exist an in�nite superposition of layers, in the sensethat the two �uids might mix with each other in the limit, but let us leaveapart this situation that we shall detail in the sequel). Moreover, it is easy tocheck that the energy of such a pathological state may be arbitrarily close tothe minimal energy of the system (when the heaviest �uid is below the �atinterface, and the lightest above; a situation that we henceforth denote bythe density �0). Indeed, if su�ces to swap in the minimal energy steady-statean arbitrary thin layer of the heaviest �uid with a layer of the lightest one.We then obtain a steady-state (namely a zero velocity �eld and �at interfacesbetween the two �uids) with an energy arbitrarily close to the minimal one.4.2.2 With surface tensionIn presence of surface tension, we have explained above that we expect toreach, as t goes to in�nity, a state with zero velocity and an interface satis-fying z � divn = Cst along each connected component.As in the previous case, we do not know if the interface remains connected.Nevertheless, even if one would able to prove that the interface is a connectedgraph, we now show that there is still an in�nity of steady-states.For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the the case when
 � R2 . Then, equation z � divn = Cst readsz � 12 z00(1 + z02)3=2 = Cst:We consider a case with a zero right-hand side. Integrating this equation wehave z2 + 1p1 + z02 = Cst: (4.6)We assume that the constant is 1 and that the interface is a graph describedby a one-to-one function z = z(x). Even under these restrictive hypotheses,30
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Figure 4: The window represents a domain 
 � R2 , the curve is an interfacesolution of the steady state equations with surface tension and a zero velocity�eld.there is still an in�nity of solutions. Indeed, the functionsx = 1p2  Argchp2z � 2r1� z22 !+ x0:where x0 is a constant, are solution of (4.6) (see L. Landau, E. Lifchitz [28]).The curve is ploted on Figure 4 where the window represents the domain
. Notice that the window has to be translated along the z axis in order tosatisfy the mass conservation. Moreover, it can be translated along the x axisby �xing the constant x0. It should be noted that the energy of the systemtends to the minimal energy (�at interface) as the window is translated onthe right.Thus, we have outlined a proof of the existence of steady-states withzero velocity and a non-�at interface with an energy arbitrarily close to theminimal energy.Remark 4.1 An analogous situation has been encountered in Section 3.2 :the lack of information on the position of the interface on @
 prevents us fromidentifying a unique steady-state. Nevertheless, to obtain this information inthe linear case, it was su�cient to assume a slightly better regularity on u(namely H1+") whereas in this nonlinear case, the regularity required to givea sense to @t� = �div (�u) on @
 seems de�nitely out of reach.The consequence of the existence of in�nitely many steady states (u =0; �) forming a continuum of energy above the state of minimal energy (u =0; �0) is the following. Even if we were able to prove that the convergence of(u(t; x); �(t; x)) to (u = 0; �1 = �(x)) holds in a (reasonable) strong sense,we could not prove that �1 = �0, thereby recovering with the mathematicalmodel the behaviour expected from common sense.Therefore we continue our study of the nonlinear case in the followingspirit : we show in the next two sections how the convergences stated ina heuristic way in Section 4.1 for u and � can be made precise. For thispurpose, we show some convergences for u and �. We do not pretend that31



these convergences cannot be improved, but in view of the above remark onthe number of possible limits, we have chosen to present some convergencesthat can be established reasonably easily. It is likely that intricate argumentsmight lead to better convergences. They will however not allow to circumventthe main di�culty : it cannot be shown that the only limit is (u = 0; �0).4.3 The nonlinear case without surface tension4.3.1 A priori estimates, the general caseFirst, we observe that for any � 2 C1([0;1);R), we have@t(�(�)) + div (u�(�)) = � 0(�)f@t�+ u:r�g = 0:This yields (see P.-L. Lions [30] for details)jj�(t)jjL1(
) = jj�0jjL1(
); 8t � 0; (4.7)and more preciselymeasfx 2 
; �(x) = �ig; i = 1; 2 is independent of t � 0: (4.8)Next, we multiply the Navier-Stokes equation@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)��u = �rp� �ezby u and integrate over the domain. In doing so, we obtain12 Z
 @t(�u) �u dx+Z
 div (�u
u) �u dx+Z
 jruj2 dx = � Z
 �u �ez dx: (4.9)It is standard to compute the �rst two terms. We have12 Z
 @t(�u) � u dx = 12 ddt Z
 �u2 dx+ 12 Z
(@t�)u2 dx (4.10)Z
 div (�u
 u) � u dx = �12 Z
 �u � r(juj2) dx (4.11)Adding (4.10) to (4.11) and making use of the equation of mass conservationin (1.1), we obtain12 Z
 �@t(juj2) dx+ Z
 div (�u
 u) � u dx = 12 ddt Z
 �u2 dx: (4.12)For the right-hand side of (4.9), we writeZ
 �u�ez dx = Z
 �u�r(z) dx = � Z
 zdiv (�u) dx = Z
 z@t� dx = ddt Z
 �z dx:(4.13)32



Inserting (4.12) and (4.13) into (4.9), we obtain the �rst energy estimateddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx+ Z
 �z dx�+ Z
 jruj2 dx = 0: (4.14)From this energy estimate, we deduce that in particularZ +10 kuk2H1 (
) dt < +1; (4.15)and supt2[0;1) jjujjL2(
) � +1: (4.16)4.3.2 A priori estimates, the bidimensional caseThe rest of the argument depends on the dimension of the space. Moreover,in this Section, it is necessary to assume that the viscosity is constant overthe domain (or to suppose at least that it is slightly variable, using the resultsof B. Desjardins [16]).We now assume for the rest of this Subsection 4.3.2 that the domain 
 isa subset of R2. We multiply (4.1) by @tu and integrate over the domainZ
 �(@tu)2 dx+Z
 �u�ru@tu dx+12 ddt Z
 jruj2 dx = � Z
 �ez �@tu dx: (4.17)The point is to treat the Navier term in the left-hand side. We have���Z
 �u �ru@tu dx��� � k�kL1ku �rukL2k@tukL2 � k�kL1krukL4kukL4k@tukL2 :We use the following inequality (of Gagliardo-Nirenberg type)krukL4 � Cstkruk1=2L2 kuk1=2H2 ; (4.18)which yields���Z
 �u � ru@tu dx��� � k�kL1kruk1=2L2 kukL4kuk1=2H2 k@tukL2: (4.19)Considering now (4.1), we remark thatk ��u+rpkL2 � Cst(k@tukL2 + ku � rukL2 + k�kL2);which, by standard elliptic regularity for the Stokes equation, yieldskukH2 � Cst(kukL2 + k@tukL2 + ku � rukL2 + k�kL2):33



If we use again (4.18) we know for any " > 0 the existence of a constant C"such thatku�rukL2 � kukL4krukL4 � CstkukL4kruk1=2L2 kuk1=2H2 � "kukH2+C"kuk2L4krukL2:Taking " small enough, we have12kukH2 � Cst(kukL2 + k@tukL2 + kuk2L4krukL2 + k�kL2): (4.20)Inserting this latter estimate into (4.19), we obtain���Z
 �u � ru@tu dx��� � Cstk�kL1kruk1=2L2 kukL4k@tukL2(kuk1=2L2 + k@tuk1=2L2+kukL4kruk1=2L2 + k�k1=2L2 ):Since we know that kukL2 + k�kL1 is bounded by a constant, we have���Z
 �u � ru@tu dx��� � Cstkruk1=2L2 kukL4k@tukL2 + Cstkruk1=2L2 kukL4k@tuk3=2L2+CstkrukL2kuk2L4k@tukL2:If we use now kukL4 � Cstkuk1=2L2 kruk1=2L2 ; (4.21)and note again that kukL2 is bounded, we may bound the �rst term as followskruk1=2L2 kukL4k@tukL2 � Cstk@tukL2krukL2 � "k@tuk2L2 + C"kruk2L2:The second term is estimated by an interpolation inequalitykruk1=2L2 kukL4k@tuk3=2L2 � "k@tuk2L2 + C"kruk2L2kuk4L4;and the third term is estimated likewise bykrukL2kuk2L4k@tukL2 � "k@tuk2L2 + C"kruk2L2kuk4L4:Therefore, we have���Z
 �u � ru@tu dx��� � "k@tuk2L2 + C"(kruk2L2 + kuk4L4kruk2L2): (4.22)Now that we have controlled the Navier term, we turn to the right-hand sideof (4.17)Z
 �ez � @tu dx = ddt Z
 �ez � u dx� Z
 @t�ez � u dx= � ddt Z
 zr� � u dx+ Z
 div (�u)ez � u dx= d2dt2 Z
 �z dx� Z
 �u � r(ez � u) dx:34



Hence � Z
 �ez � @tu dx � � d2dt2 Z
 �z dx + Cstk�kL1kruk2L2:Inserting this latter estimate together with estimate (4.22) into (4.17), weobtain, for a small constant � > 0,�k@tuk2L2 + 12 ddt(kruk2L2 + ddt Z
 �z dx) � Cst(kruk2L2 + kuk4L4kruk2L2):(4.23)This estimate may be writtenk@tuk2L2(
)+12 ddt(kruk2L2(
)+ ddt Z
 �z dx) � Cstkruk2L2(
)+Cstkuk4L4(
)jjrujj2L2(
);(4.24)or alsok@tuk2L2 + 12 ddt(kruk2L2(
) + ddt Z
 �z dx) � f(t) + g(t)kruk2L2(
); (4.25)where the nonnegative functions f(t) and g(t) are both L1(0;+1) sincef(t) = Cstkruk2L2(
) (4.26)g(t) = Cstkuk4L4(
) � Cstkuk2L2(
)kruk2L2(
) � Cstkruk2L2(
): (4.27)We �nally obtain the a priori estimates by a Gronwall type argument : letus introduce y(t) = exp��2 Z t0 g(s)ds�kruk2L2(
):Inequality (4.25) yields 12y0(t) � f(t)� d2dt2 Z
 �z dx:Integrating this inequality in the t variable and using����� ddt Z
 �z dx���� = ����� Z
 �ez � u dx���� � Cstk�kL1(
)kukL2(
) � Cst:we obtain that y 2 L1(0;1) which impliessupt2[0;+1) krukL2(
) <1: (4.28)Finally, integrating (4.25) we obtainZ 10 k@tuk2L2(
) dt < +1: (4.29)We deduce from (4.20) that for any T > 0,jjujjL2(0;T ;H2 (
)) < +1: (4.30)This new bound is not uniform in T but it allows to prove that u is a strongsolution for all t 2 (0;+1) and that u 2 C(0;1; H 10(
)).35



4.3.3 Questions of existence and regularityThe general case The �rst existence results in the setting of the Navier-Stokes equations with a free surface are local in time existence results due toV.A. Solonnikov [35] and to J.T.Beale [4]. Global existence for small initialdata and f � 0 is due to V. Solonnikov, [38] (bounded case) and to Tani& Tanaka [43] (unbounded case). In our case when two �uids are present,an existence result of weak solutions is due to A. Nouri, F. Poupaud [33], aglobal in time existence result of strong solutions for small data is announcedin N. Tanaka [41] (bounded case, with an initial data consisting of a bubbleof the �rst �uid enclosed in the second �uid), but the most exhaustive workto this day is due to P.-L. Lions. It is proved in P.-L. Lions [30] that thereexists a weak solution to the system (1.1) de�ned on [0;+1) satisfying forany time T > 0 : u 2 L2(0; T ; H 10(
)) \ L1(0; T ; L2(
)); (4.31)� 2 L1((0; T )� 
) \ C(0; T ;Lp(
)); 1 � p <1; (4.32)together with the energy inequalityddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx + Z
 �z dx� + Z
 jruj2 dx � 0 (4.33)Remark 4.2 Let us make a few remarks on the regularity of the �ow. Forthe standard one �uid Navier-Stokes equation, it is well known that a globalstrong solution exists in 3D if the initial data and the forces are �smallenough�. As far as the body force term is concerned, �small� means small in afunctional space of the type Lp((0;1); X(
)) for some functional space X(
)and some p < +1 (see R. Temam [44]) or even in L1((0;1); X(
)) (seeH. Fujita & T. Kato [19]). As we have mentioned above, such results of regu-larity have been extended for some small special initial data in the two-�uidscase by N. Tanaka [41] only for a force that is small in Lp((0;1); X(
))for some p < +1. The result does not cover the case of some force inL1((0;1); Lq (
)) that does not vanish as t �! +1 in any weak sense, sayfor instance a force constant in time, or also the force we deal with here,namely ��ez, whose Lq norm is a constant. Indeed, in our context, the bodyforce term is �small� in L1((0;1); Lq (
)) as soon as the densities of thetwo �uids are close to each other : it su�ces to replace the term of ��gezby (� � �1)gez and to add the term �1gz to the pressure p. It is of coursenot small in any Lp((0;1); X(
)) for p < +1 since it even does not belongto such a space. However, the result by Tanaka su�ces to show that, givensome arbitrary time T , the solution remains regular on (0; T ) if the initialdata u0 and the di�erence of densities �� are both small enough.We suspect it is possible to improve this result in the following way. Itis known that we also have global regularity for two �uids in 2D under the36



additional assumption that the viscosity is constant all over the domain, andthen no matter how large the force is (see S.N. Antontsev, A.V. Kazhikov,V.N. Monakhov [2]). In view of all these results, it sounds reasonable tobelieve that the following regularity result holds : in 3D, for two �uids sharingthe same viscosity, under the hypothesis that the initial velocity is small andthat the body force is small in some L1((0;1); X(
)), the �ow remainsregular for all time. To the best of our knowledge, such a result has not beenproven yet. We will approach this question in a subsequent work ([22]) sinceit would provide a regularity result for small data in the setting we work in.Furthermore, continuing our formal analysis of open questions that shouldbe relevant in our context, we even believe that in the very special case weare interested in here, the regularity results can be extended. Noticing thatthe term (� � �1)gez does not modify the �rst energy estimate (that holdsfor the zero force case), one should be able to show (at least) the followingproperty : given an arbitrary density di�erence �� = �2��1, then if the initialvelocity u0 is small enough and the initial state is not far from equilibrium,the �ow remains regular for all time. Since we have chosen to focus in thisarticle on the long time behaviour we will not present here the investigationof this question and refer the reader to [22] where we hope to settle all theseregularity issues.The bidimensional case In the bidimensional case and when the viscos-ity � is supposed to be a positive constant, it is proved in S.N. Antontsev,A.V. Kazhikov, V.N. Monakhov [2] that there exists a global in time regularsolution (see also P.-L. Lions [30]). More precisely, we have for any timeT > 0, u 2 L2(0; T ; H 2(
)) \ C([0; T ]; H 1(
));and @tu 2 L2((0; T )� 
):4.3.4 Long time behaviourLet (tn)n2N be an arbitrary sequence of positive reals such that limn!+1 tn =+1. We de�ne the sequences �n and un by �n(x; t) = �(x; t + tn) andun(x; t) = u(x; t+ tn) (in the sense of distributions).Behaviour of the velocity in the general case According to estimate(4.15), we have limn!+1Z +1tn Z
 jru(x; t)j2 dx dt = 0;therefore un �! 0 in L2(0;1; H 1(
)) as n! +1 (4.34)37



Remark 4.3 As far as we know, we cannot rigorously improve this conver-gence since we do not know if t ! u(t; :) is continuous (say with values inL2(
)).If we postulate that u 2 C(0;+1; L2(
)), we can show that u �! 0 inL2(
) as t! +1. Indeed, if we go back to (4.14) and use the fact that����� ddt Z
 �z dx���� = ����� Z
 �ez � u dx���� � Cstk�kL1(
)kukL2(
) � Cst:we may writeddt 12 Z
 �u2 dx � � Z
 jruj2 dx� ddt Z
 �z dx � Cst:Therefore, the nonnegative function f(t) = 12 R
 �u2 dx satis�es the two con-ditions Z +10 f(t)dt < +1; dfdt � Cst (4.35)It follows by a standard argument that f goes to 0 at in�nity, that islimt�!+1 kukL2 = 0:} (4.36)Behaviour of the velocity in the bidimensional case So far as weknow, we cannot say more on the velocity than the convergence (4.34) inthree dimensions . On the contrary, in two dimensions, we can go furtherin the argument. In this case, u is known to belong to C([0; T ]; H 1(
)).Estimates (4.15) and (4.29) show that the right hand side of���� ddt jjujj2L2(
)���� � jjujjL2(
)jj@tujjL2(
)is in L1(0;1). Thus, jjujj2L2(
) 2 W 1;1(0;1) and therefore u ! 0 in L2(
)as t ! 1. Moreover, (4.28) shows that u belongs to L1(0;1; H 1(
)).Therefore, by interpolation between L2(
) and H 1(
), we deduce thatu �! 0 in H 1�"(
) as t! +1; 8" > 0: (4.37)Behaviour of the interface In view of (4.7) the sequence (�n) remains in abounded set of L1((0;+1)�
). Therefore there exists �1 2 L1((0;+1)�
) such that �n * �1 in L1((0;+1)� 
) weak-� (4.38)
38



We �rst prove that �1 does not depend on t. Let v 2 L2(0;1; H 10(
)),we havej < @t�n; v > j = j� < div �nun; v > j = j Z
 �nun:rv dxj� Cstjj�njjL1((0;T )�
)jjunjjL2(0;T ;H10 (
))jjvjjL2(0;T ;H10 (
))which proves in view of (4.34) that@t�n �! 0 in L2(0;1; H �1(
)) as n! +1:Therefore, since in the sense of distributions @t�n * @t�1, we deduce @t�1 =0. We now prove that �1 only depends on the third space variable z. Wehave �rpn � �nez = @t(�nun) + div (�nun 
 un)�4 unLet v 2 C10 ((0;1)� 
),j < @t(�nun); v > j � jj�njjL1((0;1)�
)jjunjjL2((0;1)�
)jj@tvjjL2((0;1)�
);j < div (�nun 
 un); v > j � Cstjj�njjL1((0;1)�
)jjunjj2L2(0;1;H10 (
))jjvjjL1(0;1;H10 (
));j < �4 un; v > j � jjunjjL2(0;1;H10 (
))jjvjjL2(0;1;H10 (
));thus the right-hand sides of the these inequalities go to zero as n !1 (see(4.34) and (4.38)). Therefore�rpn � �nez �! 0in the sense of distributions. Thus, curl (�1ez) = r�1�ez = 0, which provesthat @x�1 = @y�1 = 0. Therefore�1 = �1(z): (4.39)Finally, let us check the global mass conservation. In view of (4.38), wehave for arbitary f 2 L1(
� (0;+1))Z +10 Z
 �n(x; t)f(x; t) dxdt �! Z +10 Z
 �1(x)f(x; t) dxdt:In particular with f(x; t) = f(t) 2 L1(0;+1) such that R +10 f(t) dt = 1 wehave, according to (4.7)Z +10 Z
 �n(x; t)f(t) dxdt = Z +10 f(t) Z
 �n(x; t) dxdt = Z
 �0(x) dx:Thus Z
 �1(x) dx = Z
 �0(x) dx39



which proves the global mass conservation.Notice that, according to (4.8), we know that meas fx 2 
; �n(x) =�ig = Mi is independent of n. Nevertheless, we are not able to prove thatmeas fx 2 
; �1(x) = �ig = Mi. Indeed, to show this property, we need toprove that for any � 2 C1([0;1);R)Z
 �(�n(x; t)) dx �! Z
 �(�1(x)) dx;which seems not possible (so far as we know) in view of the weak convergenceof �n.Therefore we cannot prove that homogeneization does not appear in thelimit. In other words there may exist some parts of 
 where �1 has valuesbetween �1 and �2. All that we know is that these areas consist of horizontallayers (possibly in�nitely thin).Remark 4.4 If for some sequence tn �! +1 we have �(tn; �) �! �1(�)almost everywhere in 
, then it is possible to show, using Theorem 2.4 of[30], that8T <1; 8p <1; limn!1 supt2[0;T ]j�(t+ tn; �)� �1(�)jLp = 0; (4.40)which therefore prevents homogeneization.This shows our claim of Section 4.1, and in view of Section 4.2.1, wecannot say more on �1.Proposition 3In the nonlinear case without surface tension, a solution (�; u) satisfying theestimates (4.7), (4.15), (4.16) has the following behaviour as time goes toin�nity :(i) The velocity �eld u goes to 0 in H 1(
) in the �weak� sense of (4.34).If we postulate that u 2 C(0;1; L2(
)) and that (4.33) holds then u goesto 0 in L2(
).If 
 � R2 then u 2 C(0;1; H 1(
)) and u goes to 0 in H 1�"(
), 8" > 0as t! +1.(ii) The density � goes to �1 in the sense of (4.38) with �1 = �1(z). Inother words, the �interface� tends in a weak sense (and up to an extractionin time) to one or several horizontal planes. Homogeneization may appear.(iii) We are able to exhibit an in�nity of steady solutions (u = 0; �1)whose energy is arbitrarily close to the minimal energy.Remark 4.5 While we do not know much about �1, it is worth mentionningthat, in 2 dimensions, the topology (say number of bubbles to �x the ideas) ispreserved by the �ow (see [16], [17]).40



Remark 4.6 In the spirit of Remark 4.2, we would like to indicate here thatwe believe that under the additional assumption that the data are small (atleast initial velocity and di�erence of densities, but initial velocity is likelyto be enough), some better regularity on the �ow is available. It might alsoimprove the quality of the convergence to zero of u (as it is well know inthe one-�uid case, see Section 1.1. above). Such regularity issues will beinvestigated in [22]. Once more, we emphasize we have chosen to deal herewith any initial velocity, and therefore to state the most general result we canprove with the weakest assumptions.4.4 The nonlinear case with surface tension4.4.1 A priori estimatesFirst of all, notice that the transport equation yields the same properties(4.7) and (4.8) as in the case without surface tension.� 2 L1(
� (0;1)): (4.41)Let us now establish the energy estimate, analogous to the estimate (4.14).It is obvious that multiplying the Navier-Stokes equation (4.4) by u andintegrating over the domain lead to the following assertionddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx + Z
 �z dx�+ Z
 jruj2 dx =< T ; u >= Z� Cu � n;where the curvature C is oriented along the unit normal n.We recall that we assume for ease of notation that �2 � �1 = 1, thusn�� = r�=jr�j = r�. To compute the right-hand side, at least formally, wesuppose that u is smooth enough in order to have @t� = 0 on @
. ThusZ� Cu�n d� = � Z
 div (r�)u�r� dx = � Z
 @tr�:r� dx = �12 ddt Z
 jr�j2 dx:Denoting by L(�) the length of the interface �, we have formally L(�) =R� d� = R� jnj2 d� = R
 jr�j2 dx. Thus the energy estimate readsddt�12 Z
 �u2 dx+ Z
 �z dx+ 12L(�)� + Z
 jruj2 dx = 0: (4.42)From this energy equality, it is straighforward to derive the same estimateas in the nonlinear case without surface tension, namelyu 2 L2(0;1; H 10(
)) \ L1(0;1; L2(
)): (4.43)In addition we obtain here� 2 L1(0;1;BV (
)): (4.44)41



4.4.2 Questions of existence and regularityLet us begin with a short overview of the state of the art concerning theexistence of solutions in this setting with surface tension. For the case ofone �uid with a free surface, local in time existence results can be found inG. Allain [1], V.A. Solonnikov [36], global in time existence results for smallinitial data and ~f � ~0 appeared in V.A. Solonnikov [39] (bounded case),J.T. Beale [5] (unbounded case), and also in A. Tani & N. Tanaka [43], andfor small initial data and f not necessarily zero in Tani [42]. For the two �uidscase, local in time existence of strong solutions is due to I.V. Denisova [13]and I.V. Denisova, V.A. Solonnikov [14], global in time existence for smalldata is due to V.A. Solonnikov [37] and also N. Tanaka [41] (for a specialinitial condition, see above)).As far as we know, no existence result of global weak solution has beenestablished for the multi�uids Navier-Stokes equations with surface tension.Thus, we need to assume in the sequel that there exist (u(x; t); �(x; t)) thatare solutions to (4.4) in a formal sense, and that satisfy the a priori estimates(4.41), (4.43), (4.44). This regularity implies that � 2 C(0; T ;Lp(
)) for all1 � p < 1. Such an assumption seems to us reasonable in view of themanipulations made above and in view of the regularity proved in the casewithout surface tension. Henceforth, we deal with a solution satisfying allthese assumptions.4.4.3 Longtime behaviourAs in Section 4.3, we de�ne the sequences �n and un by �n(x; t) = �(x; t+ tn)and un(x; t) = u(x; t + tn) when (tn)n2N is an arbitrary sequence of positivereals such that limn!+1 tn = +1.Behaviour of the velocity The behaviour of un is the same as in the casewithout surface tension, namelyun �! 0 in L2(0;1; H 1(
)) as n! +1:Behaviour of the interface In the sequel, T > 0 is �xed. We now showthat the presence of surface tension allows us to improve the convergence(4.38) of �n, more precisely we prove that this sequence is in a compact setof Lp(
� (0; T )) for any p � 1.Estimates (4.41) and (4.44) show that �n is in a bounded set of the spaceL1(0; T ;BV (
) \ L1(
)). Noticing that L1(
) ,! Lq(
) for any q � 1and the space of bounded measures Mb(
) ,! W�r;s0(
), with s0 = ss�1 forany r; s such that rs > 3, we deduce that 8�, 0 � � � 1 (see J. Bergh, J.Löfström [9] or J.-L. Lions, E. Magenes [29]),L1(
) \ BV (
) ,! [Lq(
);W 1�r;s0(
)]� = W (1�r)�; 1�=q+(1��)=s0 (
):42



For example, with q = 6, r = 2=3, s = 6 and � = 1=2 we haveL1(
) \BV (
) ,! H1=6(
):Thus the sequence �n is bounded in L2(0; T ;H1=6(
).Moreover, the equation @t�n = �div (�nun) together with estimates (4.43)and (4.41) show that @t�n is bounded in L2(0; T ;H�1(
)).Thus, �n is bounded in L2(0; T ;H1=6(
))\H1(0; T ;H�1(
)). Interpolat-ing between these two spaces, we have for 0 � � � 1[L2(0; T ;H1=6(
)); H1(0; T ;H�1(
))]� ,! H1��(0; T ;H7�=6�1(
)):Choosing 6=7 < � < 1, we deduce that �n is bounded in H�(0; T ;H(
))with � > 0 and  > 0. Therefore, (�n)n2N is a compact set of (for example)L1(
 � (0; T )). Since the sequence is bounded in Lp(
 � (0; T )), 8p � 1,we deduce that (�n)n2N is a compact set of Lp(
� (0; T )). Therefore, thereexists an extraction of (�n)n2N such that�n0 �! �1 in Lp(
� (0; T )); 8p � 1 as n0 ! +1:Then, we can prove by the arguments used in Section 4.3.4 that �1(x; t) =�1(x) and the conservation of the global mass.We next show that there exists a sequence (sn)n2N such that sn 2 [0; T ]and limn!+1 supt2[0;T ] jj�n(�; t+ sn)� �1(�)jjLp(
) = 0, 8p � 1For ease of notation, we de�neXn(t) = jj�n(t)jjLp(
) andX1 = jj�1jjLp(
).We recall that � is supposed to be in C(0;1;Lp(
)), thus Xn 2 C(0;1).Moreover Xn ! X1 as n! +1 for the strong topology of Lp(0; T ). Thus,there exists a sequence (sn)n2N in [0; T ] such thatlimn!+1Xn(sn) = X1: (4.45)Then, we denote by (~un)n2N and (~�n)n2N the sequences de�ned by ~un(x; t) =un(x; t + sn) and ~�n(x; t) = �n(x; t + sn). Assertion (4.45) proves the con-vergence of ~�n(�; t = 0) to �1(�) as n ! +1 for the strong topology ofLp(
).Gathering the previous results, we have : 0 � ~�n � C, @t~�n + div ~un =0, div (~�~un) = 0, ~�njt=0 ! �1 in Lp(
) and ~un ! 0 in L2(0; T ; H 1(
)).We deduce from these properties (see P.-L. Lions [30] Theorem 2.4) that ~�nconverges to �1 in C([0; T ]; Lp(
)).In other words, we have shown that, for T > 0, p � 1 and for anysequences (tn)n2N, tn ! +1, there exists (sn)n2N, sn 2 [0; T ] such that, upto an extraction,limn!+1 supt2[0;T ] jj�(�; t+ tn + sn)� �1(�)jjLq(
) = 0: (4.46)43



We �nally show that no homogeneization appears. Indeed, for any � 2C1([0;1);R) we have thenZ
 �(�n(x; t)) dx �! Z
 �(�1(x)) dx;thus by regularization we obtain thatmeas fx 2 
; �1(x) = �ig = meas fx 2 
; �(x; t) = �ig (4.47)which is a constant of the evolution.We collect the results obtained in this nonlinear case with surface tensionin the following �nal proposition.Proposition 4In the nonlinear case with surface tension, assuming the existence of a solu-tion regular enough to give a sense to the surface tension term and satisfyingthe a priori estimates (4.41), (4.43) and (4.44), the behaviour of u; � as timegoes to in�nity is the following :(i) The velocity �eld u goes to 0 in H 1(
) in the same sense as in the casewithout surface tension (see (4.34)).(ii) The density � goes to �1 in a stronger sense than in the case withoutsurface tension (see (4.46)). The density �1 consists only of zones of den-sities �1 and �2 (see (4.47)), homogeneization being therefore excluded. Inaddition, �1 is such that the quantity z�divn is constant on each connectedcomponent of the interface between zones of densities �1 and �2.(iii) We do not know whether the limit interface is unique nor connected.Moreover, we are able to exhibit an in�nity of steady solutions (u = 0; �1)whose energy is arbitrarily close to the minimal energy.5 Final RemarksWe would like to emphasize that most of the above analysis in the purelygravitational case is likely to be extended mutandis mutandis to some Mag-netohydrodynamics equations, provided the boundary conditions are conve-nient. The situation we have in mind is the following one : the right-handside of the two-�uids Navier-Stokes equations contains a Lorentz force termcurlB�B where the evolution of the magnetic �eld B follows an equation ofparabolic type derived from the Maxwell system under convenient simplify-ing assumptions. In addition, the boundary conditions on the magnetic �eldare assumed to decay with time. The system under consideration is therefore@t�+ div (�u) = 0;@t(�u) + div (�u
 u)� div (2�d(u)) +rp = ��g~ez + curlB �B;44
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Appendix : alternative proofsWe present in this Appendix two alternative proofs. One of these proofs leads to weaker resultsthan the one presented above but we believe both of them might be useful in other contexts. Tosimplify the presentation, we only argue in a formal way.A Convergence in H1 of u in the linear case without surfacetensionWe indicate an alternative way to show (3.21) that makes use of another estimate instead of (3.10).Though the argument we shall present is a bit more intricate, we believe it might be useful in otherestimate.First, the consideration of the estimate (3.4) su�ces to prove that we havelimt�!+1 kukL2 = 0: (A.1)Indeed, let us go back to (3.3), and bound from above the right-hand side as follows :Z jruj2 + 12 ddt Z �0u2 = �Zz=0  @t � k kL2(fz=0g)kukL2(fz=0g):We therefore obtain Z jruj2 + 12 ddt Z �0u2 � C0k kL2(fz=0g)krukL2 ;which in view of (3.5) yieldsZ jruj2 + 12 ddt Z �0u2 � C0pC1krukL2 � 12 Z jruj2 + C2;It follows that there exists a constant C3 such thatddt Z �0u2 � C3; (A.2)We claim that the two assertions (3.7) (A.2) imply (A.1). Indeed, the function f(t) = kuk2L2 is anonnegative function in L1(]0;+1[) such that its �rst derivative f 0(t) is uniformly bounded fromabove. Hence it converges to 0 as t goes to in�nity (we refer the reader to [15] for a proof of this simplestatement).Next, we multiply the �rst equation of (3.1) by @tu and integrate over 
 :Z �0(@tu)2 + 12 ddt Z jruj2 = �Zz=0  @tu � ez: (A.3)Derivating the second equation of (3.1) with respect to time, we have@2tt � @tu � ez = 0; (A.4)and thus Z �0(@tu)2 + 12 ddt Z jruj2 = �Zz=0  @2tt = �12 d2dt2 Zz=0  2 + Zz=0(@t )2: (A.5)49



Since Zz=0(@t )2 = Zz=0(u � ez)2;we then obtain an alternative to second energy estimate :Z �0(@tu)2 + 12 ddt�Z jruj2 + ddt Zz=0  2� = Zz=0(u � ez)2: (A.6)By standard trace theorem, the right-hand side of (A.6) is in L1(]0;+1[), thus if we integrate(A.6) from t = 0 to t = T , for any arbitrary time T , we obtain12�Z jruj2 + ddt Zz=0  2�(T ) + Z T0 Z �0(@tu)2� C3 + 12�Z jruj2 + ddt Zz=0  2�(0)= C4 (A.7)where the constants C3 and C4 do not depend on T . SinceZ T0 Z �0(@tu)2 � 0;it follows that Z jruj2 + ddt Zz=0  2 � C4; (A.8)at all time. Next, we remark as above that����12 ddt Zz=0  2���� = ����Zz=0  @t ���� � Ctek kL2(fz=0g)krukL2 � C5krukL2 : (A.9)Hence, (A.8) yields kruk2L2 � C4 + 2C5krukL2 ;from where we infer krukL2 � C6; (A.10)for a constant C6 independant of time. Inserting this estimate (A.10) into (A.9), we deduce����12 ddt Zz=0  2���� � C7: (A.11)Inserting this last estimate into (A.7), we obtainZ +10 k@tuk2L2 < +1: (A.12)We now show that, as t goes to in�nity, u goes to 0 in a stronger sense than the L2 sense given by(A.1).Using (3.4), we may write ���� ddt Zz=0  2���� � 2Z jruj2 + ���� ddt Z �0u2����;50



thus, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,���� ddt Zz=0  2���� � 2Z jruj2 + k�0kL1�Z u2�1=2�Z (@tu)2�1=2:Therefore ddt Zz=0  2 2 L1(]0;+1[): (A.13)A straightforward consequence is thatkruk2L2 + ddt Zz=0  2 2 L1(]0;+1[): (A.14)In addition, we infer from (A.6) that12 ���� ddt�Z jruj2 + ddt Zz=0  2����� = ����Zz=0(u � ez)2 � Z �0(@tu)2����� Zz=0(u � ez)2 + Z �0(@tu)2� Ctekruk2L2 + Ctek@tuk2L2 :Hence, ddt�kruk2L2 + ddt Zz=0  2� 2 L1(]0;+1[); (A.15)which, together with (A.13) and (3.7), yieldskruk2L2 + ddt Zz=0  2 2W 1;1(]0;+1[): (A.16)As a consequence, limt�!+1 kruk2L2 + ddt Zz=0  2 = 0: (A.17)Next, we remark that by a standard trace result (see for instance H. Brezis [11]), we havekwkL2(fz=0g) � Ctekwk1=2L2(
)krwk1=2L2(
); (A.18)for any arbitrary w 2 H1(
). Thus,����12 ddt Zz=0  2���� = ����Zz=0  @t ����� k kL2(fz=0g)k@t kL2(fz=0g)= k kL2(fz=0g)ku � ezkL2(fz=0g)� Ctek kL2(fz=0g)kuk1=2L2(
)kruk1=2L2(
);which, in view of (A.1)-(3.24)-(A.10), yieldslimt�!+1 ddt Zz=0  2 = 0: (A.19)Therefore, we deduce from (A.17) that limt�!+1 krukL2 = 0: (A.20)51



B Convergence of u in L2 in the linear case with surfacetensionWe establish here an estimate which enables us to show thatlimt!1 jjujjL2(
) = 0 (B.1)instead of (3.47).This alternative way to proceed is less standard, that is why we present it. Nevertheless, as far aswe know, it does not allow one to recover u �! 0 in H 1 (
) but only in L2 (
) which is weaker.Let us introduce the �eld w in H 10 (
) solution to the following Stokes problem on 
 :� ��w = �0u�r�;divw = 0; (B.2)We then multiply equation (3.34) by @tw :Z �0@tu � @tw + Z ru � r@tw = Zz=0( �� )@tw � ez: (B.3)We treat the two terms of the left-hand side as follows :Z �0@tu � @tw = �Z �@tw � @tw = Z jr@twj2: (B.4)����Z ru � r@tw���� � krukL2kr@twkL2 : (B.5)Besides, Zz=0( �� )@tw � ez (B.6)= ddt�Zz=0  w � ez +r � r(w � ez)�+ Zz=0(u � ez ��x;yu � ez)w � ez� ddt�Zz=0  w � ez +r � r(w � ez)�+ CstkukH1(
)(kwkH1(
) + kwkH2(
))� ddt�Zz=0  w � ez +r � r(w � ez)�+ Cstkuk2H1(
); (B.7)using successively trace theorems and elliptic regularity on the Stokes system (B.2). Inserting thesethree estimates in (B.3), we obtainZ jr@twj2 � ddt�Zz=0  w � ez +r � r(w � ez)�+ krukL2kr@twkL2 + Cstkuk2H1(
)thus 12 Z jr@twj2 � ddt�Zz=0  w � ez +r � r(w � ez)�+ Cstkuk2H1(
);which we integrate between 0 and T to obtain12 Z T0 kr@twk2L2 � Cstk kH1kukL2(
) + Cst Z T0 kruk2L2 ; (B.8)52



using again elliptic regularity. In view of (3.7) and (3.37), this yields what will play henceforth therole of the second energy estimate (instead of the estimate (A.12) on @tu derivated from the secondenergy estimate (3.10) in the case without surface tension)Z k@twk2H1 < +1: (B.9)It is straightforward to see that this estimate may also be writtenZ k�0@tuk2H�1 < +1: (B.10)By the same kind of argument as the one used to prove (3.47) and using���� ddt Z
 �0u dx���� � jj�0@tujjH�1(
)jjujjH 1 (
);equation (B.10) yields (B.1).
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